
Seamlessly collaborate with 
powerful, simple software

Drive powerful Insights with connected data

Autodesk Build is changing the way construction projects operate, by combining 
both robust project management capabilities and simple, yet powerful, field 
collaboration tools.

Simple Field Collaboration 

Make miscommunication a thing of the 
past and give the entire team visibility 
into live project information. With forms 
and issues, the whole team can contribute 
to quality and safety conformance.

Flexible Cost Controls 

Drive forecast accuracy and predictable 
cash flow with real time information. 
Improve cost control, improve visibility 
of cost-related risks, and forecast 
accurately by centralizing all cost 
activities in one platform.

Connected Project Management 

Keep the project on track with configured, 
streamlined and connected workflows like 
Issue to RFI to PCO. And with the ability to 
link nearly any reference - photos, issues, 
documents - understand the impact of 
changes, faster.

AUTODESK® DOCS 
Store and manage all project documents and data from design 

through construction in a Common Data Environment.

Insights 
Harness the power of your data to highlight and mitigate 

risks and make better data driven decisions, faster.
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The ability to go to one place 
to get my plans, my RFIs, my 

submittals… it is going to save a 
lot of time and effort”

John Mack
Virtual Design Department Manager

Dome Construction

I like how Autodesk Build gives you the 
ability to cater individual workflows to 
your needs, so you’re not inundated to 
information that isn’t pertinent to you.”

Amy Kozlowski
Project Manager
Herrero Builders

www.autodesk.com/construction

United States: +1-866-475-3802
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Australia: +61 1800 314 435

Collaborate across your teams, projects and business

Own your data
Support the overall project and own 
your own data, regardless if you’re a 
Sub, GC or Owner

Stop making the same mistakes
Move from reactive to proactive  
with machine learning and cross 
product insights

The Heart of Collaboration
Autodesk Build brings flexible project 
management workflows together with the 
most loved field collaboration software

See the whole problem
Connect design, issues in the field to 
project management tasks in the office

Use data your way
Create bridges between project data 
that you receive and create for a 
comprehensive view of project health

Trust your software
Leverage easy to deploy and use 
software that is the trusted source 
of project data

Turnover projects successfully
Collect data from one platform and 
closeout the project faster and get 
paid sooner


